Dear José,

Here is what I propose to send to THE PERSONALIST. I hope I've said what is more needful and apposite in space allowed. If there are any grave errors or omissions, please let me know within a week or so. We generally say the price and I can't find this. Let me know if you wish mention of it.

I continue to marvel at your diccionario. Your fifth edition is more admirable than ever. For the sixth, perhaps you might want to note a few very trivial points: sometimes you say "'Fellow' en Merton" (or other college) and sometimes "'Fellow' de ...". The latter only seems to me possible, since "fellow" stands to the College name as would "socius" or "membre". Some purists in England say "Doctor in Philosophy, Medicine, etc."; but there the relation is quite different, like "dr. en derecho", as I think you say. John Locke was at Christ Church, which is officially "aedes Christi" and colloquially "The House", never College. It is sometimes called Christ Church College, which is quite wrong. It is not a College: the dons, if ecclesiastics, are canons, and, if not, students, which title corresponds to fellows at other Oxford societies. (Note: there is a Christ's College at Cambridge). Then is Durandus (in Latin) "a Sto. Portiano" or "a Sto. Porciano"? I think it's the latter, not the former, and hence "Pourcain" in French.

Werkmeister will be at the Eastern Division this Christmas, for he is faculty hunting. I'll content myself with the Pacific Division, which meets this year in San Francisco.

Again many thanks for your new edition.

As ever,

\[ 12 \times 11 = 66 \]

Geddes MacGregor
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